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Abstract: This paper focuses on the evaluation of the ride quality and comfort during the vertical vibrations in the railway vehicles generated 
by the track irregularities, where this evaluation applies the ride index Wz method. The ride index Wz is calculated via certain applications of 
numerical simulation, based on which the impact of the velocity and of the suspension features upon the ride quality and ride comfort is 
analyzed.  The derived results emphasize a series of attributes of the dynamic behaviour of the vehicle, as well as the possibilities of increasing 
the ride quality and comfort by means of an appropriate selection of the damping of the secondary suspension. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The ride quality and the ride comfort, along with the safety, vehicle stability and the vehicle curve-negotiation capability are the 
utmost criteria of evaluating the dynamic performance of the railway vehicle [1]. 
The ride quality can be defined as the capacity of the vehicle to fulfill the transport requirements from the perspective of vibrations 
level of exposure, depending on the vehicle type, number of trips, goods or the engine operating staff. As for the ride comfort, its 
evaluation requires the effect of the mechanical vibrations upon the human body be considered. 
To evaluate the dynamic performance of the railway vehicles, numerous methods have been developed and included in standards 
or normative acts pertinent to the railway applications.  Regulations concerning the evaluation of the dynamic behaviour of the 
vehicle in terms of the ride quality are thus enumerated in the UIC 518 [2] leaflet and in EN 14363 [3], the European standard of 
railway applications. To have the evaluation of the comfort during vibrations carried out, ISO 2631-based procedures [4] are often 
used.  For that reason, the International Standardization Organization (ISO) has revised the ISO 2631 standard, in order to evaluate 
the exposure to the vibrations conveyed to the human body [5-7]. During the International Union of Railways (UIC), the European 
Committee for Standardization (CEN) and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the standards of evaluating the 
ride comfort of the railway vehicles based on the ISO 2631 standard have been established, namely ERRI [8, 9], UIC 513R [10], ENV 
12299 [11], BS 6841 [12] and ISO 10056 [13].  
A method that is applied for both calculating the ride quality and ride comfort to the railway vehicles is the Ride Index Wz method.  
Sperling [14, 15] was the one to introduce this method in Germany in the mid of last century and it was later used by other railway 
administrations. Currently, this method is only used in Sweden, for Europe, and in Asia, i.e. China or India.    
The advantage and clarity of the Ride Indez Wz method comes from the fact that its implementation leads to a number with a 
precise signifiance, being thus easily explained.  Since it is determined as a function of the level in the vehicle vibrations, the ride 
index Wz supplies information on the dynamic behaviouur of the vehicle, which makes possible the identification of certain 
solutions to improve the dynamic performance of the vehicle in terms of the ride quality and ride comfort [16].  
The methods of evaluating this dynamic performance are to be found in a large number of studies in the relevant literature. For 
instance, there are the studies attempting to establish a correlation between the methods of evaluating the comfort during 
vibrations [17, 18]. There is also an extensive research relying on the methods of evaluating the dynamic performance, aiming to 
study the influence of certain vehicle parameters, of the track’s and of the conditions of exploitation upon the ride quality or ride 
comfort [19 - 25]. Similarly, applications of the comfort evaluation methods are included in experimental studies [26, 27] or in 
studies focusing on improving the dynamic performance in the railway vehicles [28, 29]. 
The paper herein applies the ride index Wz method to evaluate the ride quality and ride comfort on the vertical direction of a four-
axle vehicle.  This is represented by a mechanical model, ‚rigid body’ type, with 6 degrees of freedom corresponding to the bounce 
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and pitch movements of the carbody and the two bogies. To calculate the ride index Wz, there will be adopted the hypothesis that 
the track vertical irregularities, which induce vibrations to the vehicle, describes a stochastic stationary process that can be defined 
via the power spectral density. A numerical model that is representative for the passenger cars will be considered.  While using the 
numerical simulations, the influence of the velocity and of the suspension characteristics on the size of the ride index Wz is being 
examined. The results thus found are pointing out at a series of properties of the dynamic behaviour of the vehicle, as well as the 
possibilities of improving the ride quality and ride comfort by an appropriate selection of the suspension parameters.   
2. THE RIDE INDEX Wz METHOD 
To assess the ride quality, the ride index Wz is calculated with the relation below  

10
3

z f
a

896.0W ⋅= ,                                                                                                          (1) 

where a stands for the amplitude of the carbody acceleration in cm/s2 and f is the excitation frequency; for the ride comfort, the 
following relation is in use 
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that includes the weighting factor F(f), as defined in the table 1. 
This factor corrects the value of the acceleration in dependence on the frequency, in order to take into account the sensitivity of the 
human body to vibrations.  The equations in the table 1 show the fact that the human sensitivity to vibrations depends on their 
direction and frequency. 

Table 1. The acceleration weighting factor 
Direction Computation relation Applicability domain 

Vertical 
F(f) = 0.325f 0.5 < f < 5.9 Hz 
F(f) = 400/f 5.9 < f < 20 Hz 

F(f)  = 1 f  > 20 Hz 

Horizontal  
F(f)  = 0.8f 0.5 < f < 5.9 Hz 

F(f)  = 650/f 5.9 < f < 26 Hz 
F(f)  = 1 f  > 26 Hz 

An observation should be made, namely that the relations (1) and (2) are valid only if the vibration is harmonic. In reality, the 
vibrations of the vehicle are stochastic and, hence, the practice will use the relation below 
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where a3(f) is the amplitude of the spectral component of the carbody acceleration, corresponding to the oscillation frequency f, 
and B(f) is the weighting factor of the acceleration (see Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1. Weighting factor B(f). 

The relation (3) is applied on the supposition that the spectrum of the accelerations is a continuous function of frequency and the 
energy of vibrations is limited to the interval between 0.5 and 30 Hz. 
The weighting factor B(f) is calculated differentially, as such:  

- for the ride quality 
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- for the ride comfort 
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where k = 0.588 for the carbody vibrations in the vertical plan and k = 0.737 for the horizontal vibrations. 
The significance of the ride index Wz for evaluating the ride quality is mentioned in table 2; table 3 describes the relation between 
the comfort index and the sensitivity to the vertical and horizontal vibrations. 

Table 2. Ride evaluation scales – ride quality. 
Ride index Wz Ride quality 

1.0 Very good 
2.0 Good  
3.0 Satisfactory 
4.0 Acceptable for running 
4.5 Not acceptable for running 
5.0 Dangerous 

 

Table 3. Ride evaluation scales – ride comfort. 
Ride index Wz Ride comfort  

1.0 Just noticeable 
2.0 Clearly noticeable 
2.5 More pronounced but not unpleasant 
3.0 Strong, irregular, but still tolerable 
3.5 Very irregular 
3.5 Extremely irregular, unpleasant, annoying; 

prolonged exposure intolerable 
4.0 Extremely unpleasant; prolonged exposure harmful 

 

3. THE MECHANICAL MODEL AND THE MOTION EQUATION OF THE VEHICLE  
The mechanical model of the vehicle for the study of the vertical vibrations is featured in the figure 2 [30].  It is about a four-axle 
vehicle with two level suspension, which travels at a constant velocity V along a perfectly rigid track that impresses displacements 
to the vehicle via the axles, due to the vertical irregularities. These irregularities are described against each axle by means of the 
functions j, for j = 1...4.  

 
Figure 2.  The mechanical model of the vehicle 

The vehicle model consists of rigid bodies that represent the vehicle carbody, the suspended massed of the two bogies and four 
axles, connected among them by Kelvin-Voigt type systems, which models the suspension levels. 
The carbody vibration modes are the bounce zc and the pitch θc, while the carbody inertia compared to these is represented by the 
mass mc and the inertia moment Jc. The bogies have two degrees of freedom, namely the bounce zbi and the pitch θbi, for i = 1, 2. 
Each bogie has the mass mb and the inertia moment Jb.  
The elastic and damping elements of the secundary suspension of each bogie are modelled via a Kelvin-Voigt system that operates 
during translation, with the elastic constant 2kzc and the damping constant 2czc. The primary suspension corresponding to an axle is 
modelled via a Kelvin-Voigt system, operating during translation, with the elastic constant 2kzb and the damping constant 2czb. 
The equations of the bounce and pitch carbody motions are as follows: 

0)zzz2(k2)zzz2(c2zm 2b1bczc2b1bczccc =−−+−−+  ;                                                               (6) 

0)zza2(ka2)zza2(ca2J 2b1bcczcc2b1bcczcccc =+−θ++−θ+θ  ,                                                  (7) 
where 2ac is the carbody wheelbase. 
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The equation of the bounce motion for the front bogie is 
0)z2(k2)z2(c2)azz(k2)azz(c2zm 211bzb211bzbccc1bzcccc1bzc1bb =η−η−+η−η−++θ−−+θ−−+         (8) 

and for the rear one writes as 
0)z2(k2)z2(c2)azz(k2)azz(c2zm 432bzb432bzbccc2bzcccc2bzc2bb =η−η−+η−η−+θ+−+θ+−+          (9) 

Similarly, the equations of the pitch motion for the two bogies are: 
- for the front bogie 

0)a2(ka2)a2(ca2J 211bbzbb211bbzbb1bb =η+η−θ+η+η−θ+θ  ;                                              (10) 
- for the rear bogie 

0)a2(ka2)a2(ca2J 432bbzbb432bbzbb2bb =η+η−θ+η+η−θ+θ  ,                                           (11) 
where 2ab represents the bogie wheelbase. 
The bounce and pitch carbody motions are noticed to be coupled by the bounce motion of the bogies. Nevertheless, they can be 
decoupled following a convenient selection of the coordinates for the motions and an appropriate processing of the first four 
equations. To this purpose, the following changes in the coordinates are made: 

- for the symmetrical motions  

cc zz =+ ; 2b1bb zzz2 +=+ ;                                                                                            (12) 
- for the antisymmetrical motions 

ccz θ=− ; 2b1bb zzz2 −=− .                                                                                             (13) 
According to the latest notations, the relations (6) – (9) write as: 

0)zz(k4)zz(c4zm bczcbczccc =−+−+ +++++  ;                                                                           (14) 

0)zza(ka4)zza(ca4zJ bcczccbcczcccc =−+−+ −−−−−  ;                                                                      (15) 

0)z(k4)z(c4)zz(2)zz(c2zm bzbbzbcbzccbzcbb =η−+η−+−+−+ +++++++++  ;                                        (16) 

0)z(k4)z(c4)zaz(k2)zaz(c2zm bzbbzbccbzcccbzcbb =η−+η−+−+−+ −−−−−−−−−  ,                                   (17) 

where                                                             
4

4321 η+η+η+η
=η+ ; 

4
4321 η−η−η+η

=η− ,                                                                 (18) 

represent the functions corresponding to the excitation modes due to the motions of symmetrical and antisymmetrical bounce of 
the plans of the vehicle’s axles (see Figure 3) [31]. 

a) b) 
Figure 3. The motion modes of the planes of the vehicle’s axles: (a) symmetrical bounce; (b) antisymmetrical bounce. 

Written as above, the motion equations can be further classiffied into two independent systems of two equations each, describing 
the symmetrical (14 and 16) and antisymmetrical motions of the vehicle (15 and 17). 
4. THE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS OF THE VEHICLE  
Further on, it is considered that the track vertical irregularities are in a harmonic shape with the wavelength Λ and amplitude η0. 
With the reference to each axle, the vertical irregularities of the track can be written as 

)aax(
2

cos)x( bc02,1 ±+
Λ
π

η=η ; )aax(
2

cos)x( bc04,3 −
Λ
π

η=η ,                                                       (19) 

where Vtx= is the coordinate of the car body centre. 
The functions ηj (with j = 1 … 4)  can be expressed as time harmonic functions 







 ±
+ωη=η

V
aa

tcos)x( bc
02,1 ;  






 −ωη=η

  V 
aa

tcos)x( bc
04,3


,                                           (20) 

in which  = 2πV/Λ means the angular frequency induced by the track excitation, while the corresponding frequency is f = V/Λ.                                                                                                                     
As for the vehicle response, this is assumed to be harmonic, with the same frequency as the track excitation induced frequency. The 
coordinates describing the symmetrical and antisymmetrical motions of the vehicle are written under the general form as 
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)tcos(Z)t(z cc
±±± α+ω= ; )tcos(Z)t(z bb

±±± β+ω= ,                                                        (21) 

where ±
cZ  stands for the amplitude of the carbody movement, ±

bZ  -  the amplitude of the bogie movement and ±α and ±β  are 

the displacements of the coordinates ±
cz  and ±

bz , in relation to the track vertical irregularities against the centre of the vehicle. 
In addition, the complex values associated with the real ones, for i2 = -1:  

- for the track vertical irregularities with the reference to the axles 
ti

jj e)t( ωη=η ;                                                                                                             (22) 

- for the coordinates of the vehicle motions 
ti

cc eZz ω±± = ; ti
bb eZz ω±± = ,                                                                                         (23) 

where the complex amplitudes of the track irregularities with the reference to the axles are in the form of  
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 ,                                                                 (24) 

while the complex amplitude of the coordinates ±
cz  şi ±

bz  writes as 
±α±± = i

cc ezZ ; 
±β±± = i

bb ezZ .                                                                                         (25) 
Likewise, starting from the relations (18), the functions describing the symmetrical and antisymmetrical excitation modes, induced 
by the track vertical irregularities can be written as   

ti
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ti4321 eH
4
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e
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=η ;                                                            (26) 
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are the geometric filtering characteristics of these excitation modes. The geometric filtering effect is introduced by the carbody 
wheelbase and the bogie wheelbase, with a selective nature, depending on the velocity [32].  
The differential equations of motion (14 - 17) will turn into algebraic equations in the form of: 

0)ZZ(4Z bczcc
2 =−α+ω− +++ ;                                                                                             (30) 

0)ZZa(a4ZJ bcczcccc
2 =−α+ω− −−− ;                                                                                         (31) 

+++++ ηα=α+−α+ω− zbbzbcbzcbb
2 4Z4)ZZ(2Zm ;                                                                        (32) 

−−−−− ηα=α+−α+ω− zbbzbccbzcbb
2 4Z4)ZaZ(2Zm ,                                                                       (33) 

with the following notations: 
zczczc kci +ω=α ; zbzbzb kci +ω=α .                                                                                    (34) 

There can also be determined the carbody response functions of the vehicle to the excitations coming from the track vertical 
irregularities. 
The response function of the carbody movement in a random abscissa point x (for 0 ≤ x ≤ L, where L is the carbody length) 
corresponding to the excitation frequency f writes as   

)f(Hx
2
L

)f(H)x,f(H
cczc θ






 −+= ,                                                                                        (35)  

in which )f(H
cz , )f(H

cθ  are the response functions corresponding to the bounce (zc) and pitch motions (θc) of the carbody, 

calculated as below  
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The relation (35) can be customized for three reference points at the carbody centre and above the two bogies. Thus, the response 
function of the movement at the centre is 

( ) )f(H2/L,fH
czcm = ,                                                                                             (37) 

whereas above the two bogies writes as   
)f(Ha)f(H)l,f(H

cc czicbi θ±= , for i = 1, 2.                                                                          (38) 

where the distances li set the position of the carbody supporting points on the secondary suspension (v. Figure 2). 
5. THE VEHICLE DYNAMIC RESPONSE TO THE TRACK STOCHASTIC IRREGULARITIES  
Further on, the track vertical irregularities are considered to represent a stationary stochastic process, which can be described via 
the power spectral density. The theoretical curve of the power spectral density is representative for the average statistical 
properties of the European railway, as in the relation [33] 

))((

A
)(S

2
c

22
r

2

2
c

Ω+ΩΩ+Ω

Ω
=Ω ,                                                                                     (39) 

where Ω is the wavelength, Ωc = 0.8246 rad/m, Ωr = 0.0206 rad/m, and A is a coefficient depending on the track quality. For a 
high level quality track, A = 4.032⋅10-7 radm, whereas for a low level quality, the coefficient A is 1.080⋅10-6 radm. 
As a function of the angular frequency ω = VΩ, the power spectral density of the track irregularities can be written as in the 
general relation 

)V/(S)(G ω=ω .                                                                                                           (40) 
What results is the power spectral density of the track irregularities in the form of 
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Starting from the response functions of the vehicle carbody and the spectrum of the track irregularities, the power spectral density 
of the carbody vertical movement is calculated, as in the general relation 

2
cc )x,f(H)f(G)x,f(G = .                                                                                              (43) 

Upon applying the above equation, the result will be the power spectral density in the reference point at the carbody centre and in 
the points above the bogies, respectively: 

( ) ( )2
cmcm 2/L,fH)f(G2/L,fG = ;                                                                                 (44) 

2
icbicb )l,f(H)f(G)l,f(G

i1
= .                                                                                       (45) 

The power spectral density of the carbody acceleration is established from the below equation: 
2

c
4

ca )x,f(H)f(G)x,f(G ω= ,                                                                                      (46) 

which can be also written for the three reference carbody points by a suitable replacement of the response functions with the 
particular relations (37) and (38). 
Based on vehicle dynamic response, expressed in the form of the power spectral density of the carbody acceleration, the root mean 
square acceleration can be further calculated.  

∫
∞

π
=

0
ca fx)d,f(G

1
a .                                              (47) 

6. NUMERICAL APPLICATION 
This section describes the results of the numerical simulations 
regarding the influence of the velocity and of the suspension 
characteristics upon the ride quality and ride comfort, evaluated on the 
basis of the ride index Wz. The parameters of numerical simulation are 
featured in the table 4, as representative for a passenger car. Figure 4 
shows the distribution of the ride quality index along the carbody 

Table 4. The parameters of the vehicle numerical model  
Carbody mass mc = 34000 kg 

Suspended mass of the bogie mb = 3200 kg 
Carbody inertia moment Jc = 1963840 kg⋅m2 

Bogie inertia moment Jb = 2048 kg⋅m2 
Carbody wheelbase 2ac = 19 m 

Bogie wheelbase 2ab = 2.56 m 
Constants of the secondary 

suspension  
2kzc = 1.2 MN/m 
2czc = 34.44 kNs/m 

Constants of the primary 
suspension 

4kzb = 4.4 MN/m 
4czb = 52.21 kNs/m 
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(diagram (b)) for velocities ranging between 20 and 300 km/h during the vehicle circulation on a good quality track (A = 4.032⋅10-7 
radm), with vertical irregularities represented by the power spectral density, as in relation (41). Both diagrams exemplify the 
symmetrical distribution of the ride index Wz against the carbody centre and the fact that this index has different variation laws 
depending on the velocity. Generally speaking, the ride index Wz rises along with the velocity, but this increase is not uniform, due 
to the geometric filtering effect coming from the vehicle wheelbases [32]. 

 
Figure 4. The distribution of the ride index Wz along the vehicle carbody: (a) ride quality index; (b) ride comfort index.  

  
Figure 5. Ride quality index: (a) carbody centre; 

(b) above the front bogie; (c) above the rear bogie. 
Figure 6. Ride comfort index: (a) carbody centre; 

(b) above the front bogie; (c) above the rear bogie. 
In general terms, the ride index Wz is smaller at the carbody centre and higher against the two bogies and towards its ends. This 
fact is also made visible in the diagrams in Figure 5 and Figure 6, where the values of the ride index Wz in all three reference 
carbody points – at the centre and above the two bogies – are introduced. In addition, the diagrams (b) and (c) are included in the 
Figure 5 and Figure 6, where they display the different vibration carbody behaviour against the two bogies.  Local minimum values 
of the ride index Wz can be noticed for certain velocities, by reason of the geometric filtering effect. Therefore, the ride index Wz is 
minimum at speed of 170 km/h at the carbody centre, due to the geometric filtering effect for the symmetrical bounce mode of the 
axles’ plans. Another minimum value of this index is present against the rear bogie for the speed of 120 km/h, as a result of the 
cumulated filtering effect coming from the symmetrical and antisymmetrical bounce mode of the axles’ plans.   
Further on, the damping ratios of the two suspension levels are introduced, in order to examine the influence of the suspension 
characteristics upon the ride quality and ride comfort, as  

czc

zc
zc

mk42

c4
=ζ ; 

bzb

zb
zb

mk42

c4
=ζ .                                                                            (48) 
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Figure 7. Influence of the secondary suspension damping 

upon the ride quality index: (a) carbody centre; (b) above the 
front bogie; (c) above the rear bogie.   

Figure 8. Influence of the secondary suspension damping 
upon the ride comfort index: (a) carbody centre; (b) above the 

front bogie; (c) above the rear bogie. 
Table 5. The damping ratio of the secondary suspension minimizing the ride index Wz. 

Reference point Ride quality index Ride comfort index 
V [km/h] Wzmin ζzc V [km/h] Wzmin ζzc 

carbody centre 

110 1.31 0.34 130 0.87 0.32 
120 1.24 0.26 140 0.82 0.24 
130 1.15 0.18 150 0.77 0.17 
140 1.07 0.11 160 0.71 0.09 
150 1.05 0.15 170 0.70 0.13 
160 1.08 0.22 180 0.72 0.19 
170 1.12 0.28 190 0.75 0.25 
180 1.17 0.33 200 0.78 0.29 
190 1.21 0.37 210 0.81 0.33 

   220 0.84 0.36 
   230 0.86 0.39 

above the front bogie 

260 2.24 0.39 240 0.39 1.50 
270 2.25 0.38 250 0.38 1.50 
280 2.25 0.37 260 0,37 1.15 
290 2.26 0.36 270 0,36 1.52 
300 2.26 0.35 280 0,35 1.52 

   290 0,34 1.53 
   300 0,33 1.53 

above the rear bogie 

100 1.49 0.35 180 0.32 1.00 
110 1.37 0.20 190 0.19 0.91 
120 1.30 0.18 200 0.16 0.85 
130 1.34 0.22 210 0.21 0.88 
140 1.44 0.35 220 0.31 0.95 

   230 0.39 1.01 
The diagrams in Figure 7 show the ride quality index Wz, while the ride comfort index Wz is in the Figure 8, calculated for various 
values of the damping ratio of the secondary suspension, found within the interval of 0.05 … 0.4.  A mention should be made that 
the values in table 4 remain the same for the other parameters of the vehicle numerical model. As a matter of fact, an increase in 
the damping ratio of the secondary suspension leads to a higher ride quality and ride comfort.  More than that, as a function of 
velocity, a damping value taking to minimum valus of the ride index Wz can be identified, a value that depends on the position of 
the carbody reference point – at centre or above the bogies (see table 5). In effect, a higher damping of the secondary suspension, 
up to a certain value, translates as an improvement of the ride quality and ride comfort, respectively. Once this value is exceeded, 
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the index Wz starts going up again.  It needs to specify that, as a principle, there is a value of the secondary suspension damping 
minimizing the ride index Wz for any velocity; but herein, for certain speeds, this value is higher than the superior limit of the 
interval adopted for ζzc. 

Table 6. The damping ratio of the primary suspension minimizing the ride index Wz 

Reference point Ride quality index Ride comfort index 
ζzb Wz ζzb Wz 

carbody centre 0.05 2.77 0.05 1.79 
0.4 2.53 0.4  1.63 

above the front bogie 0.05 3.11 0.05 2.06 
0.4 2.81 0.4 1.86 

above the rear bogie 0.05 3.99 0.05 2.62 
0.4 3.70 0.4 2.42 

  
Figure 9. Influence of the primary suspension damping 

upon the ride quality index: (a) carbody centre; (b) above 
the front bogie; (c) above the rear bogie.   

Figure 10. Influence of the primary suspension damping 
upon the ride comfort index: (a) carbody centre; (b) above 

the front bogie; (c) above the rear bogie. 
The influence of the primary suspension damping upon the ride quality index Wz and ride comfort index Wz is shown in the 
diagrams in Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively, taking into account values of ζzb between 0.05 and 0.4.  The increase of the 
primary suspension damping will lead to a uniform decrease of the ride index Wz, yet not significant. At the velocity of 300 km/h, 
the increment of the primary suspension damping ratio from 0.05 to 0.4 will have the values corresponding to the ride index Wz 
featured in the table 6.  For an 8 time - increase of ζzb, the reduction of the ride index Wz does not exceed 10%.  
The lower influence of the primary suspension damping compared to the one of the secondary’s can be explained by the fact that 
the bogie mass interposes between the two suspension levels, a mass whose inertia reduces the efficiency of the damping of the 
first suspension level.  
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this paper was to evaluate the ride quality and ride comfort of the railway vehicles in relation to the vibrations 
generated during the running on a track with vertical irregularities.  To this end, the ride index Wz has been established in three 
reference points of the carbody – at its centre and above the two bogies, by means of certain applications of numerical simulation, 
developed via the Matlab programming environment.   
The results point out, at the one hand, at a series of characteristics of the vehicle dynamic behaviour in the vertical plan and, on the 
other hand, at the influence of the velocity and suspension parameters on the ride quality and the ride comfort.  
Another conclusion is that, irrespective of the velocity, the ride index Wz is generally smaller at the carbody centre and goes up 
against the bogies.  Similarly, the asymmetry of the vibrations behaviour of the vehicle carbody has been noticed in the reference 
points located above the two bogies.  The geometric filtering effect, coming from the distance between the axles, is another 
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characteristic of this dynamic behaviour that has been emphasized on.  In this context, the selective nature of this effect has been 
featured – as a function of velocity – which explains why the ride index Wz does not have a uniform increase along the velocity.   
In terms of the influence of the suspension parameters on the ride quality and ride comfort, the conclusion is that a value of the 
secondary damping of the vertical suspension minimizing the ride index Wz can be identified, regardless of the velocity behaviour.  
This value depends on the position of the carbody reference point. Similarly, an increase in the primary suspension damping will 
not lead to a sensible improvement in the ride quality and ride comfort. 
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